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Just In! features three fresh news item summaries on the NY-GEO home page every 
Monday, with the ability to comment via the blog link in each summary. NY-GEO 
members get an advanced look at the Just In! articles, plus job & event listings and 
several bonus article summaries with links, usually on the Saturday before website 
publication. 
 
Please be sure to check out the Events and Career Opportunities section below and 
here on our website.  Several interesting new webinars coming up! 
 
NY Legislative Session – The Sierra Club has begun a write-in campaign to 
encourage the Assembly to pass a number of environmental and clean energy bills that 
were passed in the Senate but held up in the Assembly as the session ended.  “By our 
count the Senate passed more than 30 important environment/energy/climate-oriented 
bills that the Assembly failed to take up. Conversely, we could only identify a single 
good environmental bill that the Assembly passed that was neglected by the Senate.”  
NY-GEO urges our members to send an email to the Assembly through the Sierra 
Campaign by clicking here.  If you’d like to see the comment NY-GEO included with our 
signature, click here.  If you’d like to see Sierra’s list of environmental and clean energy 
bills the full Legislature did pass, click here.  Renewable Heat Now has also produced 
an informative list of bills they would like to see passed if, as rumored, there is a special 
session of the Legislature.  

 
NYS Assembly – Done for the year? 

 
NYSERDA Offers Free Heating and Cooling Electrification Screenings for Large 
Buildings - The Clean Heating and Cooling (CH&C) Screenings for Large Buildings 
initiative is an offering to encourage electrification of large buildings in New York State. 



As part of this plan, the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 
(NYSERDA) is administering the CHC Screenings for Large Buildings initiative, whereby 
eligible customers can access free screenings to assess the potential benefits of 
installing clean, efficient alternatives to natural gas for heating and cooling their 
buildings…The screenings evaluate the technological, economic feasibility, and benefits 
of installing air source heat pumps, ground source heat pumps, and variable refrigerant 
flow (VRF) systems relative to fossil-fuel based HVAC systems…Any owner of a 
commercial, multifamily, industrial, healthcare, nonprofit, higher-ed, or State and local 
government building (whether existing or new construction) located in New York State 
may apply if the following conditions are met:  Building is 10,000 square feet or greater 
in size, and  Owner pays a System Benefits Charge on the electric utility bill associated 
with the building.  P-12 schools are ineligible but can receive screenings through 
another program. 

 
Zero Place, New Paltz – This 46 unit geothermally heated and cooled mixed- use 

building was designated a 2020 NYS Building of Excellence 
 
Clean Heat Program Manual Updates – The Clean Heat Joint Management 
Committee (JMC) is planning a July 1st release of a revised Program Manual for New 
York’s heat pump rebate program.  NY-GEO and other stakeholders have been feeding 
back to the JMC on ways to improve the program, particularly with regards to larger 
“category 4” projects and the quality assurance regime.  In an effort to get input before 
the revised manual is released, the JMC has posted bullet points on the proposed 
revisions on the Clean Heat website.  The JMC invites feedback on these proposed 



changes to NYSCleanHeat@ceadvisors.com by Friday, June 25, 2021.  Please cc your 
message to nygeoinfo@gmail.com. 
 
NYPIRG Assesses Progress on State’s Climate Goals – By REBECCA C. LEWIS 
June 14, 2021 – City & State – “…According to the five-page scorecard, which draws 
from annual reports from agencies like the New York State Research and Energy 
Development Authority, New York has reduced greenhouse gas emission 13% since 
1990, which means it would need to cut emissions annually by 3% until 2030, and 
2.25% from 2030 through 2050 to meet the 85% reduction goal.  See the full article from 
City & State here. 

 
 
NGRID Heat Pump Video – Click here to see a 2-minute National Grid video on cold 
climate heat pumps   
 
Western NY Orphaned and Leaking Gas Wells – 2021 06 14 by  John Szalasny 
Sierra Club Niagara Group, published in Buffalo Rising -  “New York was the first state 
in the nation in 1879 to require producers to plug oil and gas wells at the end of their 
economic life.  But due to inadequate enforcement of the statute, as well as plugging 
techniques like stuffing the well with tree stumps and tamped clay, many of these older 
wells still bring oil or methane to the surface.   The NYS DEC has estimated that more 
than 75,000 wells have been drilled in the state.  The DEC only has records for a little 
more than half that number…. remember that Western New York and Western 
Pennsylvania is the US birthplace of the oil and gas industry.  Many know that the first 
oil well was drilled in Titusville, PA in 1859.  Much lesser known is that this is the 200th 
anniversary of the first natural gas well in the US, was dug by William Hart in Fredonia 
in 1821.   



 
 
Tesla Heat Pump for Heating & AC Increases Range by 30% - “The World’s 
Quickest Car, Safest Car, And Most Powerful Computer On Wheels – ‘Tesla Model S 
Plaid • The public tends to respond to precedents and superlatives,’” Musk once said 
back in 2012, the year the original Tesla Model S was introduced. Now comes an 
overhaul, the Tesla Model S Plaid. It is the fastest production car made. 
[CleanTechnica] “  (from 2021 06 11 Green Energy Times) 
 
“EPA To Reexamine Health Standards For Harmful Soot That Trump Administration 
Left Unchanged • The EPA’s decision of December 2020 to leave particulate standards 
unchanged will be reconsidered. Scientific evidence indicates that current standards 
may not be adequate to protect public health and welfare, as the Clean Air Act requires. 
” [CleanTechnica] (from 2021 06 12 Green Energy Times)  “The most vulnerable among 
us are most at risk from exposure to particulate matter, and that’s why it’s so important 
we take a hard look at these standards that haven’t been updated in nine years,” said 
EPA Administrator Michael S. Regan. “EPA is committed to ensuring this review, and 
other upcoming NAAQS reviews, reflect the latest science and public health data.” 



 
 
“The Renewable Energy Revolution Has A Major Employment Problem • The 
seemingly unstoppable growth trend has hit a serious speed bump. There just aren’t 
enough workers. The industry is expanding so rapidly that there simply aren’t enough 
qualified and skilled workers to fill the huge swath of new job openings in the field. [Oil 
Price] ”  (from 2021 06 16 Green Energy Times) 
 
In-Depth Methane Report – MJ Bradley has written a detailed 60-page report for Ceres 
- Benchmarking Methane and Other GHG Emissions- Of Oil & Natural Gas Production 
in the United States.  The report was the subject of a recent NY Times analysis by 
reporter Hiroko Tabuchi, which focused on the degree to which major energy producers 
have been “selling off their most polluting operations to smaller private companies.” One 
limit of the report is that it uses the 100-year Global Warming Potential (GWP) instead 
of New York’s mandated 20-year term, thus undervaluing the GWP of methane relative 
to carbon dioxide.  It was funded primarily by a grant from the Bank of America.  Thanks 
to Laura Grube for this tip. 



 
 
Cornell Goes For Hot Rocks Campus Heating - Cornell University has won third 
place in the US Department of Energy’s Spring 2021 Collegiate Geothermal 
Competition.  “The entry aims to achieve carbon-neutral district heating on Cornell’s 
Ithaca campus via ambitious deep-direct use of geothermal energy.”  Unlike geothermal 
heat pump projects which typically go around 8 feet deep for horizontal loops or 300 to 
1,200 feet deep for vertical loops, Cornell’s boreholes would go two to four miles deep 
to access very hot water that would be used to run the campus heating system.  See a 
1.5 minute video here.   



 
KC – EV Charging on Streetlights – “Scientists from the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory are partnering with the Metropolitan Energy Center and other organizations 
to increase the electric vehicle charging infrastructure in Kansas City, Missouri, by 
installing charging units on existing streetlights. [CleanTechnica]”  (from 2021 06 19 
Green Energy Times) 

 
Installing electric vehicle charging stations on existing streetlights will help Kansas City, 
Missouri, expand access to EVs. Photo illustration courtesy of the Metropolitan Energy 

Center 
 
Coal vs. Gas – Which is Worse for Climate Stability? - Robert Howarth talks with 
Dan Miller about natural gas (methane) and coal in terms what these fossil energies 
hold for our climate.  Robert Howarth is Professor of Ecology & Environmental Biology 
at Cornell University. He is an expert on natural gas & methane and their impact on the 
climate.  80 minute video here 
 
Climate Updates 
 
There are many reasons our customers prefer geothermal heat pumps – saving money, 
superior comfort, health and safety.  Their impact in totally eliminating greenhouse gas 
emissions is also a key benefit for many customers, and a key reason New York State 
is providing incentives and attempting to rev up the heat pump market.  Just In! 
provides a limited number of important climate updates most weeks to keep you in the 
know on this crucial topic that is important to so many New Yorkers. 
 
CA Heat Warning – Who looks forward to 113 degrees F during the day with low 80s at 
night being the relief for the day?  Graphic from Bill Martin of California GEO 



 
 
“California Prepares For A Long Wildfire Season As Record Heat Parches The 
State” • As record heat and an drought tightens their grip, vegetation in California has 
dried to historic levels, and the region at great risk of wildfires, officials say. “Live fuel 
moisture remain at or near historic lows at all sites for June 15,” one Bay Area Cal Fire 
unit tweeted. [CNN] ”  (from 2021 06 18 Green Energy Times) 
 
 
 “The Amount Of Heat The Earth Traps Has Doubled In Just 15 Years, Study Shows 
• The planet is trapping roughly double the amount of heat in the atmosphere that it did 
nearly 15 years ago, according to an alarming new analysis from NASA and National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration published this week in the journal Geophysical 
Research Letters. [CNN] ” (from 2021 06 18 Green Energy Times) 
 
  
“Every Time a Hurricane Comes, We Become Poorer” - Yessenia Funes, a climate 
journalist whose parents grew up in El Salvador, has a gripping piece on what the 
advent of hurricane season looks like in Central America. A quote from an indigenous 
leader in Nicaragua captures the point: “Every time a hurricane comes, we become 
poorer.”  From Bill McKibben’s weekly New Yorker Climate Crisis Column 
Dave 
 


